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‘Pinkwashing’ is coined in 1992 to denote any conspired attempt 
to build a pseudo face which can cover/reframe the atrocities/ vi-
olence the concerned party is committing. The recent judgment 
of Supreme Court of India on 377 led to awaken the queer ques-
tion once again in India. Rather than a national debate, it has been 
widely debated at the global scenario.  Individual freedom/minori-
ty right was (the proclaimed value) upheld in the verdict. But the 
same value was diminished in the verdict of Aadhar on the very 
next day, on the contrary, was ratified by Supreme Court of India 
negating the individual privacy with some reductions.  
How do we juxtapose these contraries? Apart from this, there were 
many previous issues especially when it comes to Muslim minori-
ty question or Dalit question. For instance, Hadiya’s reversion to 
Islam was questioned by revisiting the question of what is Individ-
ual freedom only. Verdict on the term of ‘Dalit’ or dilution of Dalit 
atrocities act were another examples showcasing how minority 
questions were handled in India, in all above mentioned issues 
government was having a latent take.  
So there is no exaggeration in understanding the recent develop-
ments on queer right movement in India is a pinkwashing attempt. 
It has obviously pinkwashed the right wing led Indian government 
to a large extent. Islamophobic propagation in the wake of the ver-
dict as well as transfiguration of Hindu right wing take on homo-
sexuality doubling reiterates this skepticism over pinkwashing. In 
this issue of ‘The Companion’, by asking these questions, will deal 
with queer question utilizing different lenses. What would be a re-
ligio-ethical position on it from the Muslim location? How homo-
sexuality was used to exploit black community racially? were some 
of the topics handled in this issue. Enjoy the reading.
Jaseem P P 
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Hasna Hasan

 Jamaican youths face tragic inequalities within the household through incest vio-
lence, the extent to which mandates strict legislative actions. The conservative culture and 
religious rife have devised incest as a norm in certain communities. Many activists initiated 
campaigns to tackle incest, which is quite rampant throughout the country. The question of 
why Incest and odd sexuality persist among the community, takes us way back to the evo-
lution of Jamaican culture amongst the plantation workers, in which, sexual relationships 
including homosexuality were used as a weapon against melanated community. 
                    The white supremacists held the Moto “The people dominated socially can be 
dominated sexually” rigid in their actions from late 16th century. Controlling the slave pop-
ulation was done by harassing father in front of his son sexually or by brutal humiliation 
of the biggest black man on the plantation, so as to disregard him in front of the society. It 
still happens a lot to this date as it is a primary way of cutting down those who would rebel 
in order to establish power, control and domination. In the Caribbean, they had Seasoning 
Plantations, which forced Africans to adapt to new working conditions, to learn a new lan-
guage and adopt new customs. One place that had a lot of seasoning plantations was Ja-
maica. The crucial difference between a seasoning plantation and a regular plantation was 

HOMOSEXUALITY, INCEST; 
RACIAL HISTORY OF ODD 
SEXUALITY IN JAMAICA



the allocation of Buck Busting, a process where 
the slave owner would literally rape black men 
in front of the whole black population, in order 
to break his spirit, in order to break him down 
as a man, in order to show dominance against 
him, in order to show the rest of the black popu-
lation that this is not your leader and I just made 
your leader submit to me sexually. Sadly, this 
happened a lot in Jamaica and this is why homo-
sexuality is so looked down in Jamaican culture 
today. Past proves to be a  permanent dimension 
of human consciousness and values, but many 
neglect the fact that homosexuality have to be 
dealt as a draconian exploitation or a form of ra-
cial discrimination in the history along with lib-
erty, love and individual consent in the present.
                   The American slave ship carried Af-
rican men, women and children. The crew had 
all the authority to rape girls, boys, women and 
men during the voyage. Slavery continued until 
1865 for two generation and they still needed 
Africans to do work especially after the cotton 
gin was invented. They created breeding farms 
- the two largest slave farms in United States 
were on the eastern shore of Maryland and 
right outside Richmond, Virginia. They literally 
bred black people like cattle. They would have a 
strong black man have sex with a healthy black 
woman, she could be his mother, his sister, his 
aunt, his cousin, and it didn’t matter because 
the end product was to produce a child that they 
can sell bodies that could be shipped down to 
Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, South Carolina 
and North Carolina. It was a business. These in-
humane traditions and socialization of deviant 
behavior gave Maryland the title of Incest capi-
tal of United States of America. The practice of 
this vicious culture imposed by white suprem-
acists gave birth to an Award winning movie - 
Precious.
                Jamaica has more churches per square 
mile than any country today, which forces the 
citizens to fall under a certain framework that 
are considered ideal by the priests. This foun-
dation violates the inherent right of equality 
as a Jamaican. As incest rape is so culturally 
embedded, Government will have to do more 
than strengthening of laws. It should promote 
a dialogue around sexual rights, sex education 

and sexual violence. Schools 
and Churches should have 
platform to discuss on iden-
tity, sexuality, consent and 
healthy sexual relationships. 
Screening documentaries/
films in public that discuss-
es uncovered facts on racial 
discrimination and its im-
pacts on the society helps 
in creating a thorough un-
derstanding while foresee-
ing the future. “The religion 
of white supremacy had set 
certain emotions in the past 
that are still playing its role 
in many communities now, 
so until we can understand 
our history which shapes 
our thinking, speech and ac-
tions today we will never be 
able to heal ourselves or ef-
fectively deal with the prob-
lems that we still have in our 
community” says Anthony 
Browder, an author, a cast 
of Hidden Color series and 
a historian. Series of Hidden 
Colors serves as an ideal ex-
ample to bring in untold his-
tory of people of color.     
                        It’s high time for 
Jamaicans to turn the tide 
over incest and make it to-
tally unacceptable by raising 
up to the motto “live and let 
live” that enabled to combat 
colonialism and slavery. Af-
ter all, Jamaica is not only 
a country of Usain Bolt and 
Bob Marley, but a country 
of citizens who have been 
psyched by the fractions of 
slavery, segregation, vio-
lence and discrimination.
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 Since IPC 377 imping-
es upon individual’s rights and 
their freedom, there have been 
various responses to it. In a de-
mocracy, the need to implement 
a law by looking into the pros 
and cons upon the people it will 
bear is quite necessary. Hence 
in this context this verdict is an 
access to the individual rights of 
the sexual minority in society. 
The prohibition of the law has a 
great impact on the transgender 
section, for they were victims 
of unreasonable police attacks 
which, expectedly, will now be 
eliminated. Constitutional val-
ues play a significant role in the 
amendment of laws in a demo-
cratic country. The protection of 
the minority is a prime concern, 
so the outlook of the majority 
in the society or the majoritar-
ian morality need not be heard 

upon. Whereas, apart from 
the law, an individual or an 
organization should be free 
to discuss and debate issues 
from their perspectives on 
morality and ethics.
 Homosexuality is 
absolutely sinful and inde-
cent in Islamic perspective. 
Islam considers it as an act 
unnatural to humans. Ac-
cording to liberalism free-
dom to individuality is only 
restricted or questioned 
when it affects or destroys 
another individual’s rights. 
And so, homosexuality or 
any other sexual relationship 
which is a consensual act 
is not considered indecent 
or unnatural in liberalism. 
Islam doesn’t curb rights or 
freedom but says that indi-
vidual freedom should have 

ETHICAL 
PERSPECTIVES OF 

ISLAM AND 
HOMOSEXUALITY

Suhaib C T
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limits, regardless of it affecting other individual’s rights or not. The 
significant reason being rights of Allah not be transgressed. To be 
precise the limits He has set are to be followed and that is the eth-
ics that Islam professes.
 Homosexuality, according to Quran is an act of transgres-
sion or extremism. Islam discourages the concept that man de-
serves to achieve unlimited desires and needs. This doesn’t mean 
it practices absolute restriction, wants and pleasures are to be 
acted out within the limit set by Islam. Is-
lam enlightens about a world after this, and 
the concept of desires and freedom of this 
world are attached with the notion of the 
next world. As Muslims, we believe that God 
has rights on our lives and so our choices 
should be in agreement with God’s will.
 In fact Islam has put forth precise 
rules regarding the sexual life of an individ-
ual, and any desires beyond that has to be controlled. This general 
rule is also applicable to those without normal hormonal growth. 
And others can go surgical procedures if they wish. According to 
the prophetic teachings, those who can’t live such a life as per the 
ethics of Islam, should practice spiritual control. Those practicing 
patience regarding their desires are to receive an unimaginable 
prosperous and pleasurable life in the next world and that pretty 
much justifies for their limited life here. One should understand 
the life of this world by seeing an infinite and euphoric life of the 
next world that Islam teaches. After all, the restraint one keeps on 
any limits set by God, the one is then really mindful of God.
 Homosexuality is not a problem for those who do not pon-
der upon God or His ethics. As far as a believer is concerned, since 
faith in the Almighty Lord and beliefs is the main criterion regard-
ing any immorality of a society rather than the law, the verdict 
shouldn’t affect one much. The foundation of ethics is based on the 
awareness and recognition beyond certain laws. Also if according 
to personal perspectives an act seems to be wrong or might seem 
to create negative social conditions, voicing against it is a moral 
responsibility that Islam educates one about.

(This has been translated from here by Hiba farook, and repro-
duced with some edits.)

In fact Islam has put forth 
precise rules regarding the 
sexual life of an individual, 
and any desires beyond that 
has to be controlled. 
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Imam al-Nawawi is clear here 
that there is no blame on a 
person for such tendencies as 
they have little or no control 
over. (Scholars agree that a 
person whose mannerisms 
mismatch their biological 
sex should try to recondition 
their mannerisms to the de-
gree possible, but that they 
are not blameworthy for what 
lies beyond their capacity in 
this domain.) So long as some-
one is not committing haram 
acts – and really, even if they 
are – they are still your broth-
er or sister in faith and there 
is absolutely no justification 
for disrespecting or bullying 
them. As long as they are not 
trying to justify or to normal-
ize any haram behaviors – like 
same-sex acts – or calling to 
them publicly, they should be 
accepted and treated just like 
anyone else.

WORDS OF ADVICE TO FEL-
LOW MUSLIMS DEALING 
WITH SSA
In closing, I would like to of-
fer some nasiha to my many 
brothers and sisters who read 
this that also deal, as I do, 
with unrequested same-sex 
desires. First of all, you should 
know that you are not alone. 
There are many of us out there 
just like you, who know exact-
ly what you are going through 
– the confusion, the pain, the 
isolation. We are here to lean 
on and to support each other 
with helpful words of advice, 
an ear to listen, and broth-
erly/ sisterly encouragement 
along what we know through 
experience can be a very diffi-
cult path. Secondly, as all help 
and support ultimately come 
from Allah subḥḥnahu wa ta’ḥla 
(glorified and exalted be He), I 
cannot stress how critical it is 
to maintain one’s relationship 
with the One Who created us, 
to trust in Him, and to remain 
as close to Him as possible – 
no matter how many times one 
may have messed up or fallen 
flat on one’s face in managing 
one’s sexual desires. Many fac-

tors are necessary in deal-
ing effectively with SSA, 
as I have mentioned, but 
in my experience, the sin-
gle most important over-
riding factor for me has 
been my faith in Allah,-
subḥḥnahu wa ta’ḥla (glo-
rified and exalted be He) 
and my unwavering faith 
in and commitment to His 
deen. Without this critical 
element, I do not believe I 
would be anywhere near 
where I am today in all of 
this, wa’l-hamdu li’Llah. 
Finally, I would like to 
point out that there is no 
“one path” on the strug-
gle with same-sex desires, 
no single place that every 
individual will end up in 
this life. Every person will 
walk his or her own path, 
and every person will have 
to live with his or her own 
choices.

The truth of the matter is 
that neither I nor anyone 
else has a complete and 
total solution for SSA. But 
the good news is, based on 
what I have seen and ex-
perienced, we really don’t 
need one in order to carry 
out our lives and to fulfill 
our mission as God’s khal-
ifa on this earth. All we 
need to have are the key 
facts. And the key facts 
are that Allah has created 
us to worship Him, that 
He tests each of us with 
something unique to him 
or her, that He has con-
cern for us and wants to 
see us succeed in our path 
to Him, that He has made 
certain actions halal and 
others haram, that He has 
given us the gift of moral 
agency and has made us 
responsible for our ac-
tions, and that, as He has 
promised us in the Qur’an 
in numerous verses, He 
“never burdens a soul with 
more than it can bear.” 
We can and we should use 
whatever means are avail-

able out there that work for 
each of us to help us control 
our actions and behavior first 
and foremost, as this is what 
Allah has made us responsi-
ble for in front of Him, and to 
address and work through our 
various issues as best we can. 
How our individual lives end 
up after that, what Allah ulti-
mately has in store for each of 
us here below (not to mention 
“there above”) when we strug-
gle patiently in His Way, with 
faith and trust in Him – all of 
this is in the hands of Allah, 
our Master, Who says in the 
Qur’an: “No soul knows what 
joy is kept hidden for it as a re-
ward for that which they used 
to do” (Surat al-Sajda, v. 17).

WALKING THE STRAIGHT PATH
I think, in sum, that this is a 
way forward: self-control and 
self-discipline. And no, I am 
not saying that we “pray away 
the gay,” but that we learn how 
to tame and control our nafs 
such that it doesn’t govern our 
actions. This is what Allah has 
asked of us – no more, but also 
no less. What happens beyond 
that is open and is different for 
each person according to what 
Allah has decreed. Some may 
one day find marriage a viable 
option and go down that path. 
Others will remain celibate 
and continue on that path. 
Some will use their time and 
their talents to pursue Islam-
ic knowledge and community 
work and go down that path. 
Each person’s road to Allah is 
unique and specific to him or 
her, but we believe firmly in 
the words of our Lord when 
He says: “Those who strug-
gle (jaahadu) for Our sake, 
We shall surely guide them 
to Our ways. Truly God is with 
those who practice virtue (al-
muhsineen)” (Surat al-‘Anka-
but, v. 69).

As we all affirm as Muslims, 
Allah’s path – which we ask 
Him to guide us to a minimum 
of 17 times a day in our daily 
prayers – is none other than 

the Straight Path (al-sir-
at al-mustaqim). It is for 
this reason that we Mus-
lims who have been giv-
en the test of same-sex 
attractions refer to our 
struggle as the Straight 
Struggle. In reality, we as 
Muslims are all engaged 
in the Straight Struggle – 
the struggle to remain on 
the Straight Path of our 
Lord and Maker. We each 
have our own challeng-
es to deal with and our 
own hurdles to overcome 
along the way, but our 
road in the end is one, just 
as our Goal is One. Imam 
al-Nawawi is clear here 
that there is no blame on 
a person for such tenden-
cies as they have little or 
no control over. (Scholars 
agree that a person whose 
mannerisms mismatch 
their biological sex should 
try to recondition their 
mannerisms to the degree 
possible, but that they are 
not blameworthy for what 
lies beyond their capacity 
in texual desires. Many 
factors are necessary it 
every individual will end 
up in thacts are that Allah 
has created our actions 
and behavior first and 
foremost, as this is what 
Allah has made us respon-
sible for in front of Him, 
and o address and work 
throuoesnWe shall surely 
guide them to Ouave our 
own o asnWe shall surely 
guide them to Our ways. 
Truly Gsirat al-mLord and 
Maker. We each haved 
and Maker. We each have 
our own to address and 
work through ou our nafs 
such that it doesnWe 
shall surely guide them 
to Our ways. Truly Gsirat 
al-mLord and Maker. We 
each have our own chal-
lenges to deal with and 
our own hurdles to over-
come along the way, but 
our road in the end is one, 
just as our Goal is One.

FROM A SAME-SEX 
ATTRACTED MUSLIM: 
BETWEEN DENIAL OF 

REALITY & DISTORTION 
OF RELIGION

Yousef



 While all these pieces deal admirably with the topic 
of homosexuality from an Islamic point of view, none of them 
seek to acquaint the reader with an “insider’s perspective” 
on the issue, that is, the perspective of a faithful Muslim who 
actually experiences same-sex desires and attractions. This 
perspective is important, however, for two reasons. First, 
many Muslims today are seeking a way to respond to the 
question of homosexuality that is both principled and com-
passionate, particularly when it comes to fellow Muslims 
who may be dealing with same-sex inclinations. At the same 
time, Muslims, like all members of society, are constant-
ly being bombarded from all quarters by a strident and in-
creasingly aggressive “gay affirmative” public discourse that 
presents itself as the only reasonable, just, or even moral re-
sponse to the phenomenon of human same-sex desires and 
attractions. It is no wonder, therefore, that Muslims – both 
those who experience same-sex attractions and those who 
do not – have recently begun ceding to this pressure at the 
expense of their religious integrity and Islamic moral com-
mitments. With very few voices to counter the dominant nar-
rative, many Muslims today have become sincerely confused, 
and troubled, over this issue.
 In these circumstances, the voice of an insider to the 
same-sex struggle is perhaps uniquely qualified to put a hu-
man face on this issue and to tell us how we as a community 
can best be of help to our brothers and sisters who need it. 
When such a person is also a practicing Muslim committed 
to dealing with his or her same-sex attractions in light of the 
teachings of Islam, their witness can also provide perhaps 
the most credible, and nuanced, alternative to the one-sided, 
black-and-white public narrative currently shouting down all 
other considered and principled perspectives on this issue.
 The essay below is written by Br. Yousef, a Muslim 
with same-sex attractions who, along with many other Mus-
lims in his shoes, has committed to living his life on the ba-
sis of established Islamic moral and spiritual teachings. In 
addition, Br. Yousef has moderated an online support group 
for same-sex attracted Muslims (www.straightstruggle.com) 
for the past 13 years, giving him a wealth of experience and 
a unique perspective from which to address this topic. His 
essay is addressed to imams, chaplains, Muslim activists and 
community leaders, to the Muslim community at large, and 
to other fellow Muslims who find themselves dealing with 
same-sex desires and attractions.
 In the late 1990s, one of North America’s most prom-
inent Muslim leaders was giving a lecture at a large conven-
tion. In that lecture, he described how disgusted he was that 
he had been sitting next to a gay man on his flight over to 
the lecture. An 18-year-old Muslim experiencing same-sex 
attractions was at that lecture, and the words like raining 
bullets are stuck in my head till this day.
 Let me introduce myself. My name is Yousef and I 

write to you as a Muslim 
who has experienced same-
sex attractions since adoles-
cence. I am currently mar-
ried with children, al-hamdu 
li’Llah, and have been work-
ing for many years now as a 
professional. My same-sex 
attractions, while still pres-
ent, have diminished signifi-
cantly over the years, and I 
have been blessed to enjoy 
a healthy relationship with 
my wife, whom I love. (As a 
side note, while marriage 
was definitely the right de-
cision for me, it may not be 
right for every person who 
has same-sex attractions; no 
single rule applies to all situ-
ations.) I have also been the 
moderator of an online sup-
port group for Muslims with 
same-sex desires, called 
Straight Struggle, for about 
13 years now. In that time, 
I have transformed, grown, 
and evolved in my thinking 
many times over, specifical-
ly with regard to the topic of 
homosexuality and Islam.

CRITICAL TERMS AND CON-
CEPTS
 I will be using two 
main terms in this essay: 
same-sex attractions (SSA) 
and same-sex encounters 
(SSE). I believe these terms 
more accurately describe 
the relevant issues with re-
spect to the topic of homo-
sexuality, particularly for us 
as Muslims. The terms “ho-
mosexual,” “gay,” “LGBT,” 
“queer,” etc. in today’s cul-
ture are labels that mean 
different things to different 
people, whereas there is 
no mistaking what is meant 
by “same-sex attractions / 
desires” and “same-sex en-
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counters.”
 It is also important for me to stress that 
I do not believe that my same-sex attractions are 
my identity. Same-sex desires are feelings that 
I, and others, have that I contend with in my dai-
ly journey towards Allah. They do not make me 
different in any essential way from any other 
Muslim. For this reason, I reject the idea that 
Muslims who experience same-sex attractions 
should be given a special label or that we should 
“self-identify” as “LBGT,” “gay,” “homosexual,” 
or “queer.” I believe these labels isolate people 
with such attractions and, from what I have seen, 
sometimes force them to conform to certain life-
styles even if they do not really want to. Also, 
these labels have the effect of elevating sexual 
desires – basically shahawat – and making them 
part of the “core of who I am” as a person. This 
seems arbitrary to me and something that I find 
hard to justify from an Islamic perspective, both 
legally and spiritually.
 To be clear and upfront: there is abso-
lutely nothing haram or to be ridiculed about 
anyone just having SSA (same-sex attractions). 
What is forbidden in Islam are SSEs (same-sex 
encounters and behaviors). No one that I have 
met over the years ever chose to be attracted to 
the same sex. Let me repeat: not one single per-
son among the dozens and dozens that I have in-
teracted with over the years ever wanted to have 
SSA or chose to have SSA. This needs to be un-
derstood and taken into account when thinking 
about your brothers and sisters who are dealing 
with this issue.
 It is also critical that people in the Mus-
lim community understand that there is a very 
important difference between SSA and SSE, 
between attractions and actions. Practically all 
of our religion rides on this distinction, not just 
in the sexual realm but across the board. I am 
not judged for merely experiencing a desire (to 
the extent that it is beyond my control), but only 
for what I choose to do – or not to do – with it. 
A person is not cursed or diseased or a walking 
sin just because they experience SSA. Only an 
action can be haram, not a person. Rather, they 
are people just like anyone else who are dealing 
with a particular difficulty or test in life, and 
they are doing the best they can with their life 
and faith. They have failures and successes just 
like everyone else. Of course, if we apply the dis-
tinction between desires and actions consistent-

ly, then we who experience SSA also have 
to concede that just because we have 
these desires – which can be very strong, 
as sexual desires often are – this does not 
justify us acting on them in defiance of 
Allah’s command.
 WHO ARE YOUR BROTHERS AND 
SISTERS THAT STRUGGLE WITH SSA?
I have thought long and hard about what 
to write in this essay and it has been 
something that, in some ways, has been 
years in the making. I thought I might pro-
ceed by giving you some examples of the 
brothers and sisters that I have encoun-
tered over the years. I could tell you about 
the brother who, from a very young age 
until he was a young adult, was sexually 
abused by his older neighbor. I could tell 
you about the guilt he had since the abuse 
“felt good” at the time, along with the 
attention. Or maybe I can tell you about 
the brother who attempted suicide twice 
since his family found out about his SSA. 
Or the sister who lost her job because of 
rumors about her SSA. Or the brothers 
who contracted HIV as a result of SSEs.
 On the other hand, I could tell 
you about the imam who chose his faith 
over his desires and continues to preach, 
practice, and live as a pious Muslim on his 
path towards Allah even while keeping 
his desires in check. Or the community 
leader who chose a life of celibacy while 
learning and teaching the faith to others. 
Or the man who was living a homosexual 
lifestyle with his partner and who left it 
all for the sake of Allah when he convert-
ed to Islam. Or the number of university 
professors and doctors and other profes-
sionals who made the conscious decision 
to defeat their nafs and who chose Allah 
above all else in order to attain the ulti-
mate reward. These brothers and sisters, 
myself included, firmly reject the idea of 
making religion conform to one’s needs 
and desires and rather struggle against 
themselves in order to follow the teach-
ings of our faith.
WHAT CAUSES SSA AND CAN IT BE 
CHANGED?
 The question sometimes comes 
up as to what causes a person to have 
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SSA. There has been a lot of discussion and research 
on this issue, and the fact is that no one really knows. 
It seems that it is most likely due to many convergent 
factors that are different for each person. Also, the 
exact nature and intensity of one’s SSA can vary from 
person to person. I have learned through my long ex-
perience that no two people’s profiles are exactly the 
same. Some people with SSA experience attraction to 
their own sex as a rule but are not positively repulsed 
by the other sex. Some of these might be able to see 
themselves with an opposite-gender spouse one day, 
if the right person and conditions came along and 
they had their SSA firmly under control, were confi-
dent they wouldn’t fall into SSEs while married, etc. 
This, in fact, has been my experience and that of a 
number of others I have known. Other people have no 
attraction toward the opposite sex at all and may even 
cringe at the thought of engaging them romantically. 
Conventional marriage, needless to say, would not be 
an advisable option for such a person, at least as long 
as this remains their state.
 Also, some people really feel a need to “get to 
the bottom of” their SSA, to try to understand it and 
figure it out: what it is, where it came from, why it’s 
there, what it “means.” Others don’t care much how 
it got there or why they have it, but prefer just to fo-
cus instead on how to manage it effectively and get 
on with their lives. Personally, I have come to belong 
more to this second camp. When I was younger, I did 
spend time trying to figure out why I was this way 
or what “went wrong.” Eventually I stopped because 
I figured I didn’t really need to know the “why” of it, 
but rather just the “how” of how to deal with it. And 
even this “how” is not something I can explain in any 
scientific way. It is just things that have worked out 
for me over the years – mostly through following the 
Sunna, learning how to outsmart my nafs through the 
practice of tazkiya, and a fair amount of good old trial 
and error.
 All this raises another common question, 
namely, can SSA be “cured”? If “cure” means total 
elimination and 100% “heterosexuality,” then prob-
ably not. Statistically, it seems uncommon for some-
one who has experienced predominant or exclusive 
same-sex attractions consistently past the age of ad-
olescence one day to have zero SSA susceptibilities 
and to become fully “heterosexual.” But this goal isn’t 
just unattainable (for most); I also believe that it is 
unnecessary. Nothing in Islam says that I have to be 
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“heterosexual” (in fact, we don’t even have a word for 
that in our deen), but only that I must refrain from pro-
hibited sexual acts (which are named and specified in 
our deen). Past scholars, for example, differed over 
whether it was blameworthy for a mature man to be 
enticed by the beauty of a younger male (typically a 
“beardless youth,” or amrad). Some thought that such 
susceptibilities were indeed blameworthy, but many 
apparently did not – as long as no haram actions were 
committed.
 This last point about avoiding haram actions 
has been agreed upon by all Muslim scholars. This is 
why it is so important for us to keep in mind the dis-
tinction between desires and actions. As Muslims, we 
know that Allah subḥḥnahu wa ta’ḥla (glorified and ex-
alted be He) will ask us about what He has put under 
our control. This always includes our actions, as well 
as our thoughts and fantasies to the extent that we 
have control over them. Taklif (moral accountability) 
would be meaningless if Allah had not given us juris-
diction over our actions and made us fully responsi-
ble for them. Of course we will all mess up and make 
numerous mistakes along the way, whether we are 
people who happen to be tested with same-sex de-
sires or not. This is exactly what Allah has made tawba 
(repentance) for. It is also why Allah refers to Himself 
eight times in the Qur’an as “al-Tawwab al-Rahim,” 
the Merciful One Who ever turns back to His repenting 
servant, and assures us no fewer than 72 times (!) that 
He is “Ghafur(un) Rahim,” the Ever Forgiving, Merci-
ful One – subhan Allah! Therefore, no amount of sin 
should cause a person to lose hope in the Mercy of Al-
lah. At the same time, our chances of receiving Allah’s 
help, and earning His ultimate pleasure, are always 
greater when we minimize our sins as much as we can.
 Coming back to the question of change, the 
fact remains that many people with SSA have experi-
enced meaningful change over time in the intensity of 
their desires and the hold their same-sex attractions 
have over them, and/or in the role these desires and 
attractions play in their lives and their sense of who 
they are. Sometimes this may happen on its own. 
Sometimes it is the result of long-term spiritual dis-
cipline and self-control. Sometimes it’s a question 
of changing how you conceive of and define yourself 
in relation to your desires and to others, particularly 

those of your own sex. More 
often than not, any progress 
a person makes on the path 
of dealing with his or her 
SSA will usually come about 
through a combination of 
techniques and approaches. 
Some have benefited from 
professional, faith-friendly 
therapy in learning to un-
derstand and address their 
same-sex desires and relat-
ed emotional and psycholog-
ical issues that many people 
with SSA are often also 
struggling with. Others have 
reported benefiting greatly 
from books, programs, and 
resources meant specifically 
for addressing, comprehend-
ing, mastering, and reducing 
or minimizing one’s SSA. (A 
wealth of useful, principled, 
and thought-provoking in-
formation – grounded in a 
Christian, but also a more 
generally religious, perspec-
tive that Muslims can derive 
benefit from as well – can be 
found, for example, at sites 
such as www.samesexat-
traction.org or www.people-
canchange.com.) But again 
for me, the real goal is not 
“heterosexuality” per se, 
but rather contentment, ful-
fillment, and being at peace 
with Allah, myself, and oth-
ers.
ISLAM AS A MIDDLE PATH: 
AVOIDING EXTREME NAR-
RATIVES
 “I Am a Walking 
Monstrosity and Allah Hates 
Me for Existing” vs.“Out and 
Proud: It’s Okay to Be Gay!”
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I believe a key step in reaching equilibrium in the pro-
cess of dealing with SSA is learning to avoid two com-
mon extremes: the extreme of despising ourselves for 
mere desires and attractions we did not ask for and the 
extreme of “identifying with” these desires as some-
how defining who we are as human beings and as Mus-
lims. Islam, as always, is a Middle Way, and it can be 
very liberating when we learn to get beyond all the 
false scripts we’ve been fed by our modern culture and 
to conceive of our particular moral struggle as no dif-
ferent in essence from the moral struggle of any oth-
er Muslim. When we do this, we can then learn to see 
ourselves as no worse, no better, nor even different in 
any fundamental way from any other sincerely striving 
servant of God on this planet.
 This talk of extremes – which are always un-Is-
lamic – brings me to another point. Many Muslims 
dealing with same-sex attractions find themselves 
stuck today between two sharply opposing forces. The 
first, which has been debated and now effectively re-
futed on the level of Islamic teachings (see M. Vaid, 
“Can Islam Accommodate Homosexual Acts? Qur’anic 
Revisionism and the Case of Scott Kugle”), are self-de-
scribed “progressive Muslims” who have taken it upon 
themselves to offer distorted interpretations of the 
Qur’an and who reject or dismiss ahadith and the con-
sensus of Muslim scholars, all in an attempt to make 
SSEs – same-sex acts, encounters, and relationships – 
permissible in Islam. This group, however, is appealing 
to some because it offers a “safe space” for Muslims 
with SSA and offers them a lifestyle that they can easi-
ly identify with. Of course, the biggest drawback is that 
the life such Muslims would be leading is likely to be 
sinful in many ways. I feel I have to say it clearly here 
once again: I and many other same-sex attracted Mus-
lims that I have encountered over the years completely 
reject such attempts to manipulate our religion in or-
der to “accommodate” our (or anyone else’s) “sexuali-
ty.” We also reject any attempt on the part of anyone 
to pressure or to bully Muslim communities, imams, 
leaders, mosques, schools, or other institutions into 
accepting what Allah has clearly made haram in the 
name of “tolerance,” “affirmation,” “acceptance,” “in-
clusion,” “diversity,” or any of the other buzz words 
that are normally used for this purpose. The meaning 
of Islam is “submission,” and my submission to Allah 
and my faith come above all else, including my own 
desires, sexual or otherwise. This is the test that Allah 
has chosen for me and I accept it from Him in hopes 
of attaining His pleasure and His reward, insha’Allah. 
Allah mentions in the Holy Qur’an in Surat al-Baqara 
(2), verses 155-157:

And We shall surely test you 
with something of fear and 
hunger and a loss of wealth 
and lives and fruits, but give 
good tidings to the patient, 
Who, when affliction strikes 
them, say, “Indeed we be-
long to Allah, and indeed to 
Him will we return.” Those 
are the ones upon whom are 
blessings from their Lord 
and mercy. And it is those 
who are the [rightly] guided.
 According to the 
tafsir of this verse, these 
tribulations from Allah 
come in many forms that we 
have no control over. It is 
only Allah that can choose 
what these tribulations look 
like. The only control that 
we have is how we respond 
to them. Will we give in to 
temptation? Will we give up? 
Or will we persevere with pa-
tience and remind ourselves 
of our ultimate goal in the 
journey towards Allah? Then 
Allah can count us among 
the muhtadeen, the rightly 
guided who deserve Allah’s 
blessings and mercy.
 So how do we know 
that we will be tested even 
if we believe, and that tests 
and trials are actually proof 
that we do believe?  In the 
Qur’an in Surat al-‘Ankabut 
(29), verses 2-7, Allah says:
Do people think they shall 
be left to say, “We believe” 
and they shall not be tried? 
But We have certainly tried 
those before them, and Al-
lah will surely make evident 
those who are truthful, and 
He will surely make evident 
the liars. Or do those who 
do evil deeds think they can 
outrun Us? Evil is what they 
judge. Whoever hopes for 
the meeting with Allah – in-
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deed, the term decreed by Allah is com-
ing. And He is the Hearing, the Knowing. 
And whoever strives only strives for [the 
benefit of] himself. Indeed, Allah is free 
from need of the worlds. And those who 
believe and do righteous deeds – We 
shall surely remove from them their 
misdeeds and shall surely reward them 
according to the best of what they were 
wont to do.
 These verses are very clear in 
their message that belief will be met 
with trials. Accepting that these are 
trials and striving against them for the 
sake of Allah is what is of utmost im-
portance as a statement and proof of 
our faith, because ultimately it is Allah’s 
meeting that we seek in the Hereafter 
no matter what hardship we face in this 
life on our path towards Him.
 So, on the one side are people 
who try to distort the deen by changing 
its clear teachings, but then on the other 
side there is often the culture of hate and 
stigma within the Muslim community 
with respect to people who experience 
SSA: whether it be the fact that this topic 
is hardly ever discussed – leading Mus-
lims dealing with it to find themselves in 
bubbles where many young people think 
that they are literally the only people 
in the world that could be dealing with 
it – or the fact that if the topic ever is 
“discussed,” it is likely by imams who 
describe how “the punishment of homo-
sexuality is death” and how evil the peo-
ple of Lut ‘alayhi’l-salḥm (peace be upon 
him) were. Other ways it is “discussed” 
are with groups of friends who seem to 
find it okay to make fun of, ridicule, and 
put down “gays.” (Even for many of us 
who don’t act on our same-sex desires 
and reject the notion of self-identifying 
as “gay,” we still feel that people like 
us are being targeted by these kinds of 
comments.) In my many years, I can only 
recall twice when someone who spoke 
about the topic of homosexuality in Is-
lam was actually compassionate and 
understanding enough to say that these 
are our brothers and sisters and they 
need our support and help. Twice is not 

enough. This needs to be the main-
stream message that is presented 
the majority of the time to ensure 
that people get the correct under-
standing.
OUR RESPONSIBILITY AS A COM-
MUNITY
 It is no longer – and really 
never should have been – accept-
able that we sweep this issue un-
der the rug. We are losing far too 
many of our brothers and sisters 
because of the ignorance of those 
in places of authority and the in-
difference and carelessness of the 
general community. Where are the 
khutbas and durus where this topic 
is properly addressed and correct-
ly presented so that people have 
the proper understanding of the 
issue from an Islamic perspective? 
Where are the imams and scholars 
explaining that the presence of a 
spontaneous desire is not sinful 
in and of itself and unpacking the 
amorphous categories of “homo-
sexuality” and “LGBT” into the more 
concrete – and religiously faithful 
– distinction between SSAs and 
SSEs? Where are the khawatir tell-
ing people to watch their tongues 
when speaking about “gays and 
lesbians” and “homosexuals” so 
as not to hurt the feelings of their 
brothers and sisters who are suf-
fering in silence (even as we reject 
these identity labels and caution 
the community against taking them 
over from secular culture)? Where 
is the research to allow parents 
properly to guide their children so 
they can come to them with such an 
issue? And where are the tools par-
ents need to be able to help their 
children who do end up coming to 
them with the issue of SSA?
 Until we, the mainstream 
Muslim community, find a way 
to offer a safe environment for 
people dealing with same-sex at-
tractions to open up to caring and 
compassionate individuals among 



us, we will be losing many 
of our brothers and sisters 
to a falsified understand-
ing of Islam, or to leaving 
the religion altogether, or 
even to suicide (wa’l-‘iyadhu 
bi’Llah). Now, I certainly do 
not mean that people should 
start waving the rainbow 
flag, wearing pink triangles, 
and proclaiming their same-
sex attractions publicly. 
What I do mean is that we 
need to end the isolation and 
the misinformation about 
SSA, on the one hand, and 
the twisting of the deen, on 
the other, by way of imams 
and leaders propagating the 
correct understanding pre-
sented above about same-
sex attractions (SSA) versus 
same-sex encounters (SSE) 
in terms of halal and haram. 
I also mean that imams, 
leaders, and parents should 
acquire the tools necessary 
to be able to support their 
children if/when they dis-
close their SSA to them. If we 
cannot count on our leaders 
and our communities both to 
uphold the integrity of our 
faith and at the same time to 
support us – your brothers 
and sisters who are dealing 
with same-sex attractions – 
with wisdom, discretion, and 
compassion in this test that 
Allah has chosen for us, then 
who can we count on?
 Please note that I 
am not asking for anyone’s 
pity. What I am asking for 
is some compassion – true 
compassion rooted in proper 
Islamic teachings that en-
sure our welfare as Muslims 
both in this life and the next. 
When someone, especially a 
young person, hears things 
like “gays should be killed” 

or “gays are disgusting,” I don’t think one can exag-
gerate the lasting effects such words can have on a 
confused and vulnerable soul. No wonder so many 
of our youth are leaving the deen over this issue or 
else going over to groups that “affirm” them – how-
ever misguidedly – in a gay identity and lifestyle. 
We as a community should feel sadness and a sense 
of culpability on both counts. But in addition to the 
true compassion of our Prophet ḥallallḥhu ‘alayhi wa 
sallam (peace and blessings of Allḥh be upon him)– 
who was the most merciful of all mankind yet nev-
er compromised in warning people against violating 
the command of Allah – I am also asking for respect. 
It is my right as your brother in faith to have your 
full respect and support. This includes respect and 
support for brothers who might be effeminate in 
their behavior or sisters who might be masculine in 
theirs through no fault of their own. Imam al-Nawawi 
raḥyAllḥhu ‘anhu (may Allḥh be pleased with him) has 
stated, concerning a male with effeminate manner-
isms (mukhannath):
Imam al-Nawawi is clear here that there is no blame 
on a person for such tendencies as they have little or 
no control over. (Scholars agree that a person whose 
mannerisms mismatch their biological sex should try 
to recondition their mannerisms to the degree pos-
sible, but that they are not blameworthy for what 
lies beyond their capacity in this domain.) So long as 
someone is not committing haram acts – and really, 
even if they are – they are still your brother or sister 
in faith and there is absolutely no justification for 
disrespecting or bullying them. As long as they are 
not trying to justify or to normalize any haram behav-
iors – like same-sex acts – or calling to them publicly, 
they should be accepted and treated just like anyone 
else.
WORDS OF ADVICE TO FELLOW MUSLIMS DEALING 
WITH SSA
 In closing, I would like to offer some nasiha 
to my many brothers and sisters who read this that 
also deal, as I do, with unrequested same-sex desires. 
First of all, you should know that you are not alone. 
There are many of us out there just like you, who know 
exactly what you are going through – the confusion, 
the pain, the isolation. We are here to lean on and to 
support each other with helpful words of advice, an 
ear to listen, and brotherly/ sisterly encouragement 
along what we know through experience can be a 
very difficult path. Secondly, as all help and support 
ultimately come from Allah subḥḥnahu wa ta’ḥla (glori-
fied and exalted be He), I cannot stress how critical 
it is to maintain one’s relationship with the One Who 



created us, to trust in Him, and to remain as close 
to Him as possible – no matter how many times one 
may have messed up or fallen flat on one’s face in 
managing one’s sexual desires. Many factors are 
necessary in dealing effectively with SSA, as I have 
mentioned, but in my experience, the single most 
important overriding factor for me has been my 
faith in Allah,subḥḥnahu wa ta’ḥla (glorified and ex-
alted be He) and my unwavering faith in and com-
mitment to His deen. Without this critical element, 
I do not believe I would be anywhere near where I 
am today in all of this, wa’l-hamdu li’Llah. Finally, 
I would like to point out that there is no “one path” 
on the struggle with same-sex desires, no single 
place that every individual will end up in this life. 
Every person will walk his or her own path, and 
every person will have to live with his or her own 
choices.
 The truth of the matter is that neither I nor 
anyone else has a complete and total solution for 
SSA. But the good news is, based on what I have 
seen and experienced, we really don’t need one in 
order to carry out our lives and to fulfill our mission 
as God’s khalifa on this earth. All we need to have 
are the key facts. And the key facts are that Allah 
has created us to worship Him, that He tests each 
of us with something unique to him or her, that He 
has concern for us and wants to see us succeed in 
our path to Him, that He has made certain actions 
halal and others haram, that He has given us the 
gift of moral agency and has made us responsible 
for our actions, and that, as He has promised us 
in the Qur’an in numerous verses, He “never bur-
dens a soul with more than it can bear.” We can 
and we should use whatever means are available 
out there that work for each of us to help us con-
trol our actions and behavior first and foremost, as 
this is what Allah has made us responsible for in 
front of Him, and to address and work through our 
various issues as best we can. How our individual 
lives end up after that, what Allah ultimately has 
in store for each of us here below (not to mention 
“there above”) when we struggle patiently in His 
Way, with faith and trust in Him – all of this is in 
the hands of Allah, our Master, Who says in the 
Qur’an: “No soul knows what joy is kept hidden for 
it as a reward for that which they used to do” (Surat 
al-Sajda, v. 17).
WALKING THE STRAIGHT PATH
 I think, in sum, that this is a way forward: 
self-control and self-discipline. And no, I am not 
saying that we “pray away the gay,” but that we 

learn how to tame and con-
trol our nafs such that it 
doesn’t govern our actions. 
This is what Allah has asked 
of us – no more, but also no 
less. What happens beyond 
that is open and is different 
for each person according 
to what Allah has decreed. 
Some may one day find mar-
riage a viable option and go 
down that path. Others will 
remain celibate and con-
tinue on that path. Some 
will use their time and their 
talents to pursue Islamic 
knowledge and community 
work and go down that path. 
Each person’s road to Allah 
is unique and specific to him 
or her, but we believe firm-
ly in the words of our Lord 
when He says: “Those who 
struggle (jaahadu) for Our 
sake, We shall surely guide 
them to Our ways. Truly God 
is with those who practice 
virtue (al-muhsineen)” (Su-
rat al-‘Ankabut, v. 69).
 As we all affirm 
as Muslims, Allah’s path – 
which we ask Him to guide 
us to a minimum of 17 times 
a day in our daily prayers – is 
none other than the Straight 
Path (al-sirat al-mustaqim). 
It is for this reason that we 
Muslims who have been giv-
en the test of same-sex at-
tractions refer to our strug-
gle as the Straight Struggle. 
In reality, we as Muslims are 
all engaged in the Straight 
Struggle – the struggle to 
remain on the Straight Path 
of our Lord and Maker. We 
each have our own challeng-
es to deal with and our own 
hurdles to overcome along 
the way, but our road in the 
end is one, just as our Goal is 
One.
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The book ‘Orientalism’ by Edward Said published in 1978 was a strong 
blow to the elite European consciousness. The book exposed the wrong 
perceptions of colonialism. It has been 40 years in 2018 since this book 
which paved the way for a systematic study of post-colonialism was pub-
lished. Though 40 years is a period enough to alter the social, political, 
cultural, civilizational traits, the methodology of criticism of Said still 
has space for new readings. The significance of ‘Orientalism’ comes forth 
as it guided the de-colonial studies that had come up during this peri-
od. Said opened new doors of thoughts for his criticizers including his 
successors. Edward Said’s ‘Orientalism’ has played a significant role in 
equipping the third world writers to rise to the level of ‘writing back to 
imperialism from the level of simply listening to the arguments of imperi-
alism quietly. Edward Said presented to his successors through the book 
the materials and ammunitions to psychologically deconstruct colonial-
ism. He is regarded and revered as the founder of post-colonial studies.

Hamid Dabashi comments “Orientalism was the right book at the right 
time by the right author. Solidly established as the pre-eminent literary 
theorist of his generation, Said wrote many books and articles before 
and after Orientalism. But Orientalism hit the right note at the most mo-
mentous occasion when the postcolonial world at large most needed it 
– when the condition of coloniality needed a thematic and theoretical 
decoupling from the framing of capitalist modernity at large. We on the 

‘Orientalism’ : Paving The Way 
For Post-colonial Studies

Mahboob Thaha
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postcolonial edges of cap-
italist modernity needed a 
defining text, a totem pole, 
a worldly testimony, to bring 
us all together – and Said 
was born to write that text 
and build that edifice.”[1]

Edward Wadi’ (William) Said 
was born on November 1, 
1935 in Western Jerusa-
lem. He was later known 
as Edward Said. He grew 
up in Palestine, Egypt and 
Lebanon. His father was a 
Palestinian and mother Leb-
anese. As a token of appre-
ciation of the services in the 
First World War, his father 
was given American citi-
zenship. Edward Said’s pri-
mary education was in the 
British-American schools in 
Jerusalem and Cairo. Said 
who has an English name as 
well as an Arabic name and 
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has an American passport 
and studies in an Egyptian 
schools recollects in his 
auto-biography regarding 
the identity crisis. He used 
Arabic and English inter-
changeably and began to see 
dreams in both languages. 
When he spoke in English, 
the Arabic language echoed 
inside him. Many of Said’s 
friends in Egypt became rul-
ers of Arab nations. His fam-
ily shifted from Jerusalem 
to Cairo in the background 
of the conflicts developed 
as a result of the formation 
of State of Israel. In 1951 he 
left for America. He joined 
Northfield Mount Herman 
School in Masachusesst. 
Following that he pursued 
Bachelors from Princeton 
University and Masters and 
PhD from Harvard Universi-
ty. In 1963 he joined Colum-
bia University as a teacher 
in English literature. He was 
promoted in 1967 as Assis-
tant Professor in English and 
Comparative Literature and 
later on became Professor. 
He continued in this position 
until retirement. He has also 
worked as visiting profes-
sor in Stanford, Yale, Johns 
Hopkins etc. He breathed his 
last on September 25 in New 
York City.

Said who took initiatives in 
fundamental research in the 
field of literature, music, 
culture, politics etc. led an 
active public life through his 
writings and lectures. The 
cultural criticisms raised by 
Said were indeed disturbing 
the sleep of the convention-
al thinkers and devotees of 
imperialism. The elite West-
ern academic world in one 

instance declared sacrosanct against him. But these 
didn’t deter him from his thoughts or weaken his stands 
and opinions. He continuously questioned the logic of 
the imperialist colonialism. The cooks in the kitchens of 
imperialism didn’t have answers for them.

Orientalism is subjected to study

Critical studies of the research of West about the Ori-
ent had come up at different levels long before the book 
‘Orientalism’ was published in 1978. These studies re-
vealed that the efforts of the West to study and under-
stand the Orient were not completely naive. The search 
and investigation of the Western scholars about the 
ethos of the African nations and their traditional mon-
uments were part of the plans and strategies to create 
a power and control over the Orient. It was part of the 
well-planned colonial project. It was not the reflection 
of the pure thirst of knowledge of the West. This fact 
was indeed advanced by Norman Daniel before Edward 
Said in his book Islam and the West: The Making of an 
Image (1960), Abdul Latheef Tibawi in English speaking 
Orientalists: A critique of their approach to Islam and 
Arab Nationalism, Anwar Abdul Malik in Orientalism in 
crisis, 1963, Syed Hussein al Atthas in The myth of Lazy 
native, 1977 etc. A lot of articles and essays came out 
during the 60’s and 70’s.

The Israeli war of 1967 encouraged Edward Said to view 
the world in a new dimension. Said made his pen his 
sword against the cruelty of Israel against Palestinians 
with the support of the imperial powers. He prepares to 
search in and out of Orientalism so as to openly expose 
to the world how Arabs and Islam are presented in an 
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ugly manner by the West. He realized that 
the colonial projects of imperial powers 
can only be understood by having a sound 
understanding of Orientalism. The books 
and articles mentioned above had already 
set the academic atmosphere for this pur-
pose. Edward Said himself had authored 
before writing his book articles such as 
Shattered Myths (1975), Arab Islam and 
Dogmas of the West (1976).

The oriental studies developed in parallel 
to the assaults of the colonial powers in 
the Asian African countries in the twenti-
eth century. The study of the Orient by the 
West had already started in the thirteenth 
century in relation to the crusades though 
it was mainly limited to the needs of the 
Christian missionary activities like study 
of Arabic language and translation of Ar-
abic books. It resulted in the transmission 
of a huge chunk of knowledge. When Ara-
bic studies departments were being set up 
in European universities in the eighteenth 
century the aim of the Oriental studies had 
transformed from missionary activities to 
colonialism. It was the need of colonial-
ism to degrade Islam and Muslims so as 
to find reasons for their assaults. Like the 
missionaries, Orientalists too took up this 
responsibility. This is how the wrong rep-
resentation of Islam and Muslims becomes 
an academic need and catalyst for Europe. 
It doesn’t mean that there weren’t any soli-
tary scholars who refused to be the shovels 
of colonialism. But the public face of Orien-
talism was anti-Islam. The studies of Orien-
talism reveal the fact that the Orientalists 
didn’t show any compassion or kindness to 
Islam as they had showed to non-Islamic 
cultures. Norman Daniel, Tibawi and many 
others have explained various dimensions 
of Orientalism. At the same time they have 
also registered their thanks towards the 
good dimensions of Orientalism.

Said’s adaptations

Ziauddin Sardar has pointed out that be-
fore Edward Said’s ‘Orientalism’ was pub-
lished the Orientalist criticisms encircled 
around the borders of different subjects 

like history, politics, social science, re-
ligious studies etc. Said was able to gain 
an upper hand above his predecessors 
in the arguments. The success of Said is 
attributed to the fact that he was able to 
bring the focus of the discussion to the 
point of ‘Orient’ and open up a strong 
face of debate. According to Said’s view 
the ‘Orient’ is a product of the West. The 
West was formulating the Orient as part 
of creating the ‘Other’. They saw Orient 
as an integrity which is subjugated un-
der them and which is under their con-
trol. After creating two poles namely the 
‘West’ and the ‘Orient’, Orientalism es-
tablished ‘Orient’ as them and ‘West’ as 
us. This was necessary to theorize two 
such opposite poles so as to establish 
the fact  that we (West) are much more 
efficient and qualified than them (Ori-
ent). In this way ‘Orient’ is an alien entity 
created in a smooth manner. Following 
that Orient was marked as the opposite 
to the West. If the Western individual 
is decent, logically sound and civilized, 
the Orient is bad, superstitious and un-
civilized. It is natural that the civilized 
has the responsibility of civilizing the 
uncivilized and immature. For this pur-
pose control of power was necessary. 
This is the logic of colonial imperialism. 
It is the ‘burden’ that the white man has 
taken on his shoulders to conquer and 
rectify the Africans and Asians. Edward 
Said says that the functioning of the Ori-
entalist prejudice can be understood by 
researching the two thousand year old 
history of domination of the West begin-
ning from the Greek Civilization. Said 
asserts that if the Orientalist litigation 
methods are analyzed vigilantly, the 
thirst for the ‘Otherization’ immersed in 
them can be clearly seen.

Western Orientalists themselves took 
the authority to construct the knowl-
edge on the East (Orient). Through this 
they decided what Orient is and what 
should be Orient. Imaginations and 
myths had more priority than facts in 
them. This proves that their objective 
was not to understand and learn about 
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a civilization or a culture different from 
them and live in harmony and peace 
with them. Said calls the imaginations 
and dreams of the West about the Ori-
ent as ‘latent’ Orientalism and the 
knowledge that is produced from them 
as ‘manifest’ Orientalism. Racism and 
untouchability are the inner essence of 
latent Orientalism. This spoils the im-
age of the West about the Orient. The 
example for this is the Indian History of 
Jaimes Mill. According to the definition 
of, Orientalism has sprouted from the 
Western experiences. Oriental studies 
as the name suggests is not Orient.

Edward Said defines Orientalism in 
three ways. First is the version of an 
academic subject and second as a style 
of thought and the third as a corporate 
institution. He points out that as an 
academic institution the emergence of 
Orientalism is in the eighteenth cen-
tury. Its rise is in the form of different 
subjects and sections. This knowledge 
that has been created through transla-
tions, studies, articles, essays etc. are 
the foundations of the Orient modeled 
by the West. The academic Orientalism 
flourished along with the European im-
perialism in between 1815 and 1914. 
As a method of thinking Orientalism 
presented the East as substandard and 
West as superior. Said affirms that this 
mental attitude was present in all the 
scholars of Orientalism. Corporate Ori-
entalism is the effort to establish and 
ensure political domination over the 
Orient. This definition of Edward Said 

gives a comprehensive picture of Ori-
entalism as litigation. All the aspects 
including social, economical, cultural, 
political etc. come under this phrase. 
Following Michael Foucault Said con-
nected and established Orientalism 
excellently with the power centers. He 
also says in relation to this that ‘Su-
premacy and the inequalities in power 
and money are always present in hu-
manity in all periods’. This inequality 
based power relation by visualizing the 
West above Orient is what Orientalism 
is wishing. Said establishes that this is 
not a fairy tale and also that this is what 
they have desired for now and always.

Criticisms

There is no doubt that Edward Said’s 
book ‘Orientalism’ when it was pub-
lished was indeed an intellectual rev-
olution. It gave the courage to the 
intellectual world to deconstruct the 
knowledge projects of Orientalism 
with a new vision insight. Though many 
thinkers had pointed out these facts, 
most of them were not able to present 
the facts with such vigour, clarity and 
with the support of theories as Edward 
Said did. It was natural that tough crit-
icisms came from the West against 
Said. Bernard Lewis, the spokesper-
son of Western Liberalism titled Said 
as ‘Anti-West’. The criticism came up 
that Said was facing the Eurocentric 
stands and opinions with Occidental-
ism i.e. reverse Euro centrism. Mahault 
Donzé-Magnier says, “While it is un-
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deniable that Said’s work in Orientalism 
served as a major entry point world of 
analysis of post-colonial ideologies, the 
limitations of his work render it more 
complex than simply being a linear and 
universally accepted theory on how the 
Orient is perceived and treated. Oriental-
ism as defined and supported by Said re-
mains an excellent theory to understand 
the past relations between the Orient 
and the Occident. It allowed for great 
discussions to finally take place between 
the (former) oppressed and their op-
pressors but lacks not only a distinction 
between certain aspects of Orientalism, 
such as institutional versus social forms 
but also promotes parts of the ideology it 
is fighting against.”[2]       

Ziaudin Sardar blames that Said ignored 
the criticisms against Orientalism raised 
by his predecessors. Aijaz Ahmed com-
ments that others have deconstructed 
Orientalism much better than Edward 
Said had done. Said didn’t analyze Orien-
talism in the angle of race; Aijaz Ahmed 
says this while talking from the Marxist 
point of view.       

It is pointed out that one of the main 
disadvantages of Edward Said is that he 
failed to see the criticisms raised in the 
West against the model of approach of 
Orientalism. Another criticism is that 
while Said analyzed Orientalism he didn’t 
do much to defend its onslaught. He was 
also not able to suggest instead of Orien-
talism. A criticism has also been raised 
that the tuning of Said regarding East 

and West are uniform in nature. Said’s 
silence about the German Orientalism 
which hasn’t established colonies in 
the East and hasn’t joined the imperial 
powers has also raised criticism. Crit-
ics also say he mixed knowledge and 
ideology. His de-colonial critics think 
that he borrowed the Orientalist ana-
lytical options to analyze and scruti-
nize Orientalism.

Conclusion

Criticisms only raise the reading value 
of any book. Said has addressed about 
the criticisms while he was alive in 
the prefaces of the later editions. The 
books written after ‘Orientalism’ like 
‘The question of Palestine’, ‘Covering 
Islam’, ‘Cultural imperialism’ can be 
considered as the completion of ‘Orien-
talism’. These books like ‘Orientalism’ 
too are milestones in the post-colonial 
studies.

Footnotes

[1] Dabashi, Hamid; “Edward Said’s Ori-
entalism: Forty years later”; Al Jazeera, 
3rd May, 2018; https://www.aljazeera.
com/indepth/opinion/edward-orien-
talism-forty-years-180503071416782.
html

[2] Donzé-Magnier, Mahault; “Edward 
Said: Orientalism”; Research Gate; Feb 
5, 2017; https://www.researchgate.
net/publication/313360730_Edward_
Said_Orientalism
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 As somebody who’s born in Sangareddy, a district 
in the state of Telangana–the erstwhile princely state of 
Hyderabad- I’m glad that Hyderabad is now part of a demo-
cratic India. However, 70 years ago, the picture was not as 
rosy as it appears today.

Soon after the British agreed to leave India and its subse-
quent partition in 1947, more than 500 princely states that 
had autonomy under British rule had acceded to either of 
the two countries – India or Pakistan. However, the Nizam 
of Hyderabad chose to remain independent and refused to 
join the Indian union. Amidst growing apprehensions about 
an independent state in the heart of the Indian Territory, 
reports of atrocities by Razakars, and the communist upris-
ing against feudalism in the state, the Indian Government 
launched a military operation on 13th September 1948 
called, “Operation Polo”, resulting in the successful annex-
ation of Hyderabad into the Indian union. It would become 
known as the “Police Action.”

17th September 1948 – the day when Hyderabad merged 
with the union of India, remains the black day in the history 
of the state. This merger was not just painful but was 

Hyderabad
Liberation Day: 
The Untold Story
Arifuddin Mohammed
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extremely horrifying – in every 
sense of the word. The “Liberation”, 
as few would want to call it, un-
leashed an orgy of human massacre 
which has been grossly unreported 
and comfortably forgotten.

The tragic aftermath – statewide 
burnings, massive killings, looting, 
abduction of women, and rapes 
– continued unabated for several 
days.

According to the Pandit Sundarlal 
Committee report (henceforth The 
Report), commissioned by the Gov-
ernment of India – an estimated 25 
to 30 thousand people were killed, 
although unofficial figures range 
up to 2 lakh deaths. The heart-rend-
ing report was never declassified 
and was swept under the rug for de-
cades. It came into public domain 
only recently, in 2013.

“So that out of the total of 25 
to 30 thousand which at a very 
conservative estimate is a safe 
figure of killed in the whole 
state.”  (The Report, page 2)

The Report further reveals 
how a few from the Indian 
troops along with the right-
wing paramilitary groups per-
petrated widespread rapes, 
pillaging, looting, and mur-
ders. They vandalized several 
religious places, looted and 
torched houses and shops. 
Hundreds of wells were found 
to be full of disfigured corpses 
of women and children.

“Loot, arson, desecration 
of mosques, forcible con-
versions, rape, abduction of 
women (sometimes out of the 
state), seizure of houses and 
lands followed or accompa-
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nied the killing. Tens of crores worth of property was looted, destroyedḥ” (The 
Report, page 3)

The report further goes on to state:

“Duty also compels us to add that we had absolutely unimpeachable evidence 
to the effect that there were instances in which men belonging to the Indian 
Army and also to the local police took part in looting and even other crimes.” 
(P. 4)

Nevertheless, the report also acknowledges the incidents sporting the rich 
composite culture of the Hyderabad state and refers to them as “silver lining in 
very dark clouds”:

“We were given by instances by Muslims where Hindus had defended and given 
protection to Muslim men and women at the cost of their own livesḥ Many Hin-
dus helped and co-operated in the recovery of abducted Muslim womenḥ”  (P. 5)

Indian historian A.G. Noorani notes that the annexation was in the interest 
of the majority of people, while also referring to the massacre aftermath as, 
“Tragedy” and stating that, “there were better alternatives to Army action.”

No doubt the annexation was inevitable, but it was the innocent common man 
who paid the price for the strategic political blunder of the Nizam. What also 
remains indisputable is the fact that the Nizam’s stand and the subsequent 
standoff between the Hyderabad state and the Indian union was largely politi-
cal and not based on religious or communal agenda. It is very important to un-
derstand this, more so because there are attempts to somehow demonize the 
Nizam and project him as an anti-Hindu ruler. The Nizams were autocrats and 
had their own share of wrongdoings, including their support to Razakars, but 
the Hyderabad state was neither a Muslim state nor did Nizam ever implement 
Sharia (Islamic rule) during his reign.

The call to celebrate Hyderabad Liberation Day, under the garb of “national-
ism” is a ploy to communalize the state’s atmosphere and nurse anti-Muslim 
sentiments for mere political gains.

While today, 70 years later, the common man of the state is proud to identify 
himself as an Indian and expresses confidence in the democratic and secular 
ethos of this country, the reminiscences of “Police Action” would fetch nothing 
but only revive the horrors of the massacre. Furthermore, the actual idea be-
hind the proposed celebration is to denigrate the composite and plural culture 
of the Hyderabad state, under the Nizam.

Most importantly, more than the “to celebrate or not” debate, the entire epi-
sode offers us lessons that could, perhaps, make our world a better place –that 
communal violence is detrimental to the progress of the society and that peace 
and harmony can only be achieved through mutual respect and tolerance.
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MULK:
 OLD WINE, 

NEW BOTTLE

The central theme of the movie, Mulk, revolves around the most critical subject of 
our times, Islamophobia. Because of a few extremists in the community, Muslims in a 
secular and democratic country are under scanner and pressure to prove their loyalty 
towards their nation. Otherwise, the movie blatantly ignores on how hardline Hindut-
va is exploiting the sensitive factor of this issue to justify thugs, mobs and damaging 
the secular fabric of the country.

The peaceful co-existence of Hindus & Muslims in a locality of Banaras takes a hit 
when Shahid (Prateik), who gets radicalized by Mehfooz Alam, blasts a bus leaving 
sixteen casualties, and this is followed by his death in an encounter by Danish (Rajat 
Kapoor) of the Anti Terror Squad. As a result, Shahid’s father, Bilal (Manoj Pahwa) is 

Younus Mohammed
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detained on accusation of helping his son in com-
mitting the gruesome act. This poses a challenge 
to the lawyer, Murad (Rishi Kapoor) who is elder 
brother of Bilal and Murad’s daughter-in-law, Aar-
ti (Tapasee Panu), also an advocate. In contrast, 
Public prosecutor Santosh (Ashutosh Rana) has 
no second thought except declaring Islam as root 
cause of the terrorism and the evidences he holds 
are the direct copy of propaganda manufactured in 
Right Wing internet groups. The crux of the mov-
ie is courtroom drama which bashes everything 
against Muslims which starts from having more 
kids to killing innocents in the name of Jihad. In a 
nutshell, Mulk throws light on how young Muslims 
are trapped in the name of community service and 
then radicalized and resultantly their whole family 
gets cornered by society and eventually the whole 
community’s image gets tarnished.

Anubhav Sinha who is widely known for his ac-
tion films smartly pulls off this project with a very 
much preconceived notion that All Muslims are not 
terrorists. However, at the time where biggies of 
Bollywood are mum on different episodes of Hin-
dutva terror, Anubhav Sinha attempts to shoot 
from the shoulder of Muslims to hint the existence 
of Right wing terror.

The movie has very disappointing screenplay. It 
gives a sense that dialogues were compiled first 
followed by story writing to fit into those dia-
logues which as a result impacted the totality 
of film genre. And hence it’s neither Drama nor 
Thriller. Since the script is loosely written, Sinha 
couldn’t unfold the story to thrill the audience. 
The background score was not at all convincing. 
However dialogues were backbone of this movie. 
Especially the “HUM” & “WO” dialogue by Tapasee 
and Kumud Mishra as the judge gets to speak some 
sensible points on history and weight of constitu-
tion. The best part of the movie was Rishi Kapoor, 
Ashutosh Rana and Rajat Kapoor whose outstand-
ing performances strike right chord in keeping the 
audience engaged.

Overall the movie is old wine in new bottle, where 
it not only stresses that good Muslims are being 
prejudiced because of bad Muslims but also drops 
an unexploded bomb on fringe groups and right 
wing terror.
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 Batla House, the overpopulated and dense area in the 
South-Eastern part of Delhi, has been getting a wider attention for the 
last decade over an ‘Encounter’ happened on 19th September 2008. In 
its adjacent portions, one of the major minority institutions, Jamia Millia 
Islamia is located. You can experience a different/ another face of Delhi, 
the capital city of India, in Jamia Nagar, where the most underdeveloped 
part of Delhi situates just outskirts of vivid New Delhi Municipal Council 
(NDMC) area. Here you can feel the suffocating air and dust-filled wind 
with damaged roads leading to the narrow passes of Gallis. Lakhs of peo-
ple, mostly Muslims from the remote villages of Uttar Pradesh, Haryana 
and Bihar find a solace and shelter from the posh life of New Delhi. What 
attracts them to this unattended place in the midst of Capital glories is 
that of ‘Sense of association’ and ‘security dilemma’. As the domain of 
all-India Muslim organizations, Jamia Nagar is filled with religious sym-
bols and soundness of five-time Azaan, whereas the governmental au-
thorities turn a blind eye on its development and left its destiny on the 
shoulders of its own people.

It has been ten years since the controversial ‘Batla House Encounter’ 
occurred in this ‘Muslim Ghetto’. The term ‘Encounter’ itself is vague 
and fake in this case, as the term bears an attempt by the State to fight 
against militant terrorists with the exchange of fire. But what happened 

A Decade after Batla House 
‘encounter’: 

Haunting  injustice 
and  stigmatization

Hisham ul Wahab P
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in Batla House was a single-handed cold-blooded murder of 
young students in the name of ‘anti-terrorism encounter’. It 
was planned attempt implemented just after the alleged ‘In-
dian Mujahideen’ bomb blasts across Delhi in the past week. 
The script of the ‘encounter’ was well-written before its exe-
cution. On 19th September 2008, a team of the Delhi Police 
Special Cell conducted an armed operation in the L-18 flat 
of Batla House area and two alleged ‘terrorists’ Atif Amin 
and Muhammad Sajid were shot dead, whereas the police ar-
rested one flat-mate and two persons were escaped from the 
site. Mohan Chand Sharma, an inspector of the Delhi Police’s 
Special Cell, was injured and later succumbed to his injuries 
in the Holy Family hospital. Atif Amin (24 years old) was a 
student of Jamia Millia Islamia and Sajid (17 years old) was 
an aspirant of Jamia School. According to the Police narra-
tions, all the flat-mates were hailing from Azamgarh of Uttar 
Pradesh and were part of ‘Indian Mujahideen’.

Many civil-rights movements raised many questions about 
the drama of ‘encounter’ and tried to prove this incident as a 
‘fake encounter’ to terrorize and witch-hunt Muslims. PUDR 
(Peoples’ Union for Democratic Rights), PUCL (Peoples’ 
Union for Civil Liberties), Jan Hastakshep, APCR (Associa-
tion for the Protection of Civil Rights), Jamia Teachers Soli-
darity Association (JTSA) and FDI (Forum for Democratic Ini-
tiatives) conducted the fact-finding surveys and documented 
the reality to expose the police narratives. They have raised 
the following questions over the ‘genuine encounter’:

1. If these boys were killed in a genuine encounter, how did 
the 17-year-old boy Sajid have four bullet holes on the top of 
his head, which could only happen if the boy was made to sit 
down and shot from above.

2. How did the skin peel off from Atif’s back? This was clear-
ly visible in the photograph taken before his burial which is 
annexed to the PUDR petition. Obviously, Atif had been tor-
tured before being killed.

3. How are the other blunt injuries on the bodies of the boys 
explained by the police version of the encounter?

4. If the police knew in advance (as they claimed) that these 
boys in the flat were the terrorists involved in the Delhi and 
other bomb blasts, why did Inspector Sharma go in without a 
bulletproof vest?

5. How could 2 of the boys escape from the flat which had 
only one exit (two doors next to each other) and from a build-
ing which had only one exit?

The National Human Rights Commission (NHRC) report dat-
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ed 20th July 2009 merely 
relied upon the Delhi Police 
and it gave a clean chit to 
the police over ‘encounter’. 
In 2010, Afroz Alam Sahil, 
an RTI activist, obtained 
the postmortem report of 
the deceased from NHRC, 
which claimed that ‘Atif and 
Sajid were hit ante-mortem 
by blunt weapon and then 
shot PIL’. Then the ques-
tions remain that “why the 
police resorted to physical 
violence on the suspects in 
a ‘genuine encounter’?” and 
“if there was an exchange 
of fire, how the entry points 
of all the shots on the body 
of Sajid were from back-
side?”. The key accused in 
the case is Shahzad Ahmad, 
who allegedly escaped from 
the site and was arrested in 
February 2010. Even though 
they could not prove that 
Shahzad was present in the 
flat at the time of operation, 
the police have approached 
the court pleading for the 
death penalty to him.

The whole propaganda of 
the Delhi Police has been 
scrutinized and rejected by 
the activists, whereas the 
accused persons related to 
the ‘encounter’ are still bear 
the brunt of state. Most of 
them are in the Tihar Jail as 
under-trials and have been 
treated in the worst manner 
by the investigative agen-
cies. Even till now, a half of 
the witnesses listed have 
been examined and the delay 
in the investigation would 
negatively impact on the ac-
cused. The accused people 
in jail have been trying to 
get bail, but the court their 
applications were always re-

jected. Meanwhile, the whole area comes under 
the tag of terrorism as the BJP leader VK Malho-
tra accused that “Jamia Nagar and Batla House 
in Delhi have become the hub of terrorists”.

We can draw a similar line between the Batla 
House Encounter and the ‘Bhopal Encounter’ 
held on 31st October 2016. The only difference 
was that the former was during the UPA rule 
in the hands of Delhi Police and the latter was 
during the NDA regime in the center under a BJP 
government in Madhya Pradesh. The Police nar-
rations in both the cases were similar as there 
was an exchange of fire and a murder of a  po-
liceman. The Bhopal encounter was obviously 
fake without any doubt that, the whole story 
-Jailbreak of 8 under-trials related with SIMI and 
an encounter happened in a distance of 10 kilo-
meters- questions the human common sense. 
In this case, the murder of a guard happened at 
the hands of accused by using plates and brush-
es. Eventually, in June 2018, the judicial com-
mission has given a clean chit to the Madhya 
Pradesh police and almost closed the case of the 
‘encounter’, while there are many questions re-
main unanswered.

In both cases of Batla House and Bhopal, the 
same logic has been executed that, the state or 
the ruling regime needs to show its strong an-
ti-terrorist position by killing its own citizens at 
various occasions. The brunt of the state was al-
ways shown on the bodies of Muslims without any 
counter-question and the people are compelled 
to believe the police narrations. During the Batla 
House trail, the court has endorsed the plea that 
the “majority of residents of that area are fol-
lowers of the religion, as was of those suspects”. 
This generalization is a product of the ‘Collective 
Conscience’ in India, where the Muslims are by 
default assigned to the tags of ‘Terrorists’ and 
‘Villains’. This fear-mongering propaganda can 
be seen in the enforced disappearance of Najeeb 
Ahmed from Jawaharlal Nehru University by the 
ABVP, as they have written in the campus walls 
that “Muslims are Terrorists”. The same Delhi 
Police made many stories about Najeeb, as he 
went to Jamia Millia Islamia by auto and he was 
found at Darbhanga of Bihar – a place infamous 
for ‘Indian Mujahideen’. While we travel in the 
Delhi Metro, we are reminded of an alarm near 
to Jamia Millia Islamia station: “In case you find 
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an unclaimed bag/briefcase in the metro do 
not go near it. It might be a bomb or some 
other explosive substance”. While we look at 
the symbolic nature of these normalized ac-
cusations -even after many years-, we could 
understand the gravity of stigmatization and 
otherization of Muslims in our daily lives.

Jamia Teachers Solidarity Association Group, 
the forerunner of justice in the Batla House 
case demands the following:

1) A Judicial Probe headed by a sitting judge 
of the Supreme Court,

2) the Investigations must be transferred 
from the Delhi Police to the CBI,

3) exemplary punishment should be meted to 
police officers guilty of implicating innocent 
Muslim youth in false cases of terrorism and

4) adequate compensation and jobs should 
be provided to those acquitted in the ter-
ror-related cases.

As a decade passes on over the fake encoun-
ter in Batla House, we need to to keep our 
memories alive. Many have surprised at the 
fact that the news about belligerent ‘Indian 
Mujahideen’ is nowhere in present times, 
as it seems to be a conspiracy/propaganda 
during the UPA rule. At the same time, the 
most acclaimed and confessed terrorists 
like Swami Asimanand, Colonel Purohit and 
Sadhvi Pragya are getting bail and acquitted. 
When the people in power want us to forget 
the reality and to believe false narratives, 
we must remind Milan Kundera’s words, “the 
struggle of man against power is the strug-
gle of memory against forgetting”. Memories 
must expose the dark pages in the past and 
must energize the present struggle for jus-
tice and survival.
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